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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a parallel decoding framework for scalable HEVC (SHVC). Various optimization technologies are implemented on the basis of SHVC reference software SHM-2.0 to achieve real-time decoding speed for the two layer spatial scalability configuration. SHVC decoder complexity is analyzed with profiling information. The decoding process at each layer and the up-sampling process are designed in parallel and scheduled by a high level application task manager. Within each layer, multi-threaded decoding is applied to accelerate the layer decoding speed. Entropy decoding, reconstruction, and in-loop processing are pipeline designed with multiple threads based on groups of coding tree units (CTU). A group of CTUs is treated as a processing unit in each pipeline stage to achieve a better trade-off between parallelism and synchronization. Motion compensation, inverse quantization, and inverse transform modules are further optimized with SSE4 SIMD instructions. Simulations on a desktop with an Intel i7 processor 2600 running at 3.4 GHz show that the parallel SHVC software decoder is able to decode 1080p spatial 2x at up to 60 fps (frames per second) and 1080p spatial 1.5x at up to 50 fps for those bitstreams generated with SHVC common test conditions in the JCT-VC standardization group. The decoding performance at various bitrates with different optimization technologies and different numbers of threads are compared in terms of decoding speed and resource usage, including processor and memory.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Until recent years, digital video services primarily referred to TV services over satellite, cable and/or terrestrial broadcasting channels. However, as the internet on mobile devices starts to take root in people’s daily lives, especially with the recent explosive growth of smartphones and tablets, both in resolution and computation capability, more and more new video applications, such as video chat, mobile video recording and sharing, and video streaming, require video transmission in heterogeneous environments [4]. The scenarios known as 3-screen and N-screen consider accommodating video consumption on various consumer devices (PCs, smartphones, tablets, TVs) with widely varying capabilities in terms of computing power, memory/storage size, display resolution, display frame rate, display color gamut, etc. Network and transmission channels also have widely varying characteristics in terms of packet loss rate, available channel bandwidth, burst error rate, delay, etc. Moreover, much video data today is transmitted over a combination of wired and wireless networks, further complicating the underlying transmission channel’s characteristics. In such scenarios, the premise of scalable video coding provides an attractive solution to improve the quality of experience for video applications running on devices with different capabilities and/or over heterogeneous networks. Scalable video coding encodes the signal once at highest representation (temporal resolution, spatial resolution, quality, etc), but enables decoding from subsets of the video streams depending on the specific rate and representation required by certain applications running on specific client devices [4]. Compared to simulcast, scalable coding can save backbone network bandwidth and storage requirements, and provide enhanced error resilience. The international video standards MPEG-2 Video, H.263, MPEG4 Visual and H.264 all have tools and/or profiles that support some modes of scalability. The open source codec VP-9, mainly developed by Google, also announced its scalable extensions recently because scalable coding fits well with real-time communication (WebRTC). Scalable Video Coding (SVC) is the extension of H.264 (Annex G of [3]). SVC enables the transmission and decoding of partial bitstreams to provide video services with lower temporal or spatial resolutions or reduced fidelity while retaining a relatively high reconstruction quality given the rate of the partial bitstreams [6]. One significant design feature of SVC is called Single Loop Decoding, which refers to
the fact that an SVC decoder only needs to set up one motion compensation/deblocking loop at the layer being decoded, and does not have to set up motion compensation/deblocking loop(s) at other lower layer(s). Thus, SVC does not require a reference picture from lower layers to be fully reconstructed, reducing computational complexity and memory requirements at the decoder. Single loop decoding is achieved by constrained inter-layer texture prediction, where, for a current block in a given layer, spatial texture prediction from a lower layer is permitted only if the corresponding low layer block is coded in intra mode (this is also called restricted intra prediction). To further improve rate-distortion efficiency of an enhancement layer (EL), SVC uses additional inter-layer prediction techniques such as motion vector prediction, residual prediction, mode prediction, etc., from lower layers.

High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) [1][2], specified by the Joint Collaborative Team on Video Coding (JCT-VC) from ITU-T Video Coding Experts Group and ISO/IEC Moving Picture Experts Group, was finalized in early 2013. HEVC is expected to be deployed quickly because it can save about 50% bit rate compared to its predecessor, H.264/AVC [3], with increased bit rate savings for higher resolution video. After completing the first version of the High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) standard [1], ITU-T VCEG and ISO/IEC MPEG jointly issued the call for proposals for the scalable extension of the HEVC standard [7] (also abridged as SHVC). Unlike SVC, which is based on block level inter layer prediction design, SHVC is developed by changing high level syntax to achieve various video scalability requirements [5]. Such high level syntax-based design applies the inter-layer prediction process to lower layer reconstructed pictures to obtain the inter-layer reference pictures. Then, to predict higher layer pictures, the inter-layer reference pictures are used as additional reference pictures without resorting to block level syntax changes. Compared to prior scalable video coding standards, SHVC can be more easily implemented as the overhead of architecture design is largely reduced. Another feature of SHVC is hybrid scalable coding [15], which allows the base layer (BL) pictures to be coded using a legacy standard such as H.264/AVC or MPEG-2. The hybrid scalability feature can provide efficient video services to users with legacy devices and users with new devices simultaneously. Color gamut scalability is another new functionality of SHVC, which supports efficient scalable coding when different color spaces are used in the base and enhancement layers.

Compared to H.264 SVC, SHVC adopts an easily implemented multi-loop coding framework to possibly re-use the existing HEVC codec design [15]. The low level process of each enhancement layer of the SHVC codec is kept the same as a single layer HEVC codec, and only high level syntax (HLS-only) changes are applied at enhancement layer for inter-layer processing, operation point signaling, etc. The HLS-only architecture adopted by SHVC allows implementations to make maximal reuse of existing HEVC design. Inter-layer processing of the reconstructed reference layer pictures, including inter-layer texture prediction as a so-called “reference index” approach [16] and inter-layer motion prediction [17], is applied to improve the coding efficiency of enhancement layers. Figure 1 shows the SHVC encoder and decoder with two layers to support UHD and HD simultaneously. Reconstructed motion and texture from the base layer are processed by inter-layer processing for enhancement layer inter-layer prediction. The inter-layer process includes motion mapping, texture up-sampling, color gamut conversion and inverse tone mapping to compensate for the difference in spatial resolution, color space and bit-depth between the base layer and enhancement layer.

![Diagram of SHVC encoder and decoder with two layers](image_url)

Figure 1. SHVC encoder with two layers (HEVC* refers to HEVC with HLS changes at EL)
Real-time decoding is challenging when the picture spatial resolution and/or temporal frame rate increases, such as for HD 1080p or UHD 4K. Real-time decoding becomes more difficult for a multiple layered video codec such as SHVC. HEVC [1] has some high-level parallel processing tools to accelerate decoding speed at the cost of small coding efficiency loss, such as wavefront parallel processing (WPP), tiles and slices. WPP allows the entropy decoding of each CTU row to be processed in parallel with a small 2-CTU processing delay, which is due to CABAC context synchronization between the current CTU row and its top CTU row. Tile allows the decoder to decode each tile in parallel within one slice. Slice allows the decoder to process each slice in parallel within one picture. A real-time SHVC decoding method was proposed in [10][11] based on open source project OpenHEVC [13]. The test bitstreams were generated with the WPP coding tool. The method in [10][11] uses two parallel processing methods for decoding acceleration: picture level parallel decoding and CTU row based parallel decoding with WPP. The picture level parallel processing has two drawbacks: 1) it cannot be applied for delay sensitive applications, due to the additional one group of picture (GOP) latency that it causes; and 2) it requires more memory in order to store more decoded pictures in the decoded picture buffers. This WPP based CTU row parallel processing method can be only applied to those bitstreams with WPP enabled.

In this paper, we present a real-time parallel SHVC decoder based on SHM-2.0 software [8]. All test bitstreams are generated as one slice per picture coded under common test condition (CTC) [9], and coding tools such as wavefront or tile designed for fast decoding are not enabled. In contrast to parallel decoding design at picture level or GOP level, which requires large memory size and complex design, low level parallel processing design is proposed in this paper. The proposed low level parallel processing design can be combined with other high level parallel processing technologies to achieve increased speeds.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, SHVC parallel decoding framework at layer and slice level is introduced. Section 3 reports simulation results and analyzes decoder performance. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

2. SHVC PARALLEL DECODING FRAMEWORK

Figure 2 shows the decoding time, in percentages, of BL decoding, EL decoding, and up-sampling for 1080p spatial 2x and 1.5x bitstreams for random access (RA) configuration, using SHM-2.0 decoder. From the profiling data, the following observations are made:

1) Base layer decoding takes around 20-25% of total decoding time
2) Enhancement layer decoding takes around 51-55% of the total decoding time
3) Base layer decoded picture up-sampling and motion vector up-sampling takes around 24-25% of the total decoding time.
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**Figure 2.** Processing time at various stages of SHVC decoding with SHM-2.0

The proposed implementation scheme uses multi-threading (MT) at different levels (layer, slice, and CTU-group) and SIMD optimizations to achieve real-time decoding. Two different threads are used for parallel processing of base and enhancement layer decoding at the top level SHVC decoder. The first thread of the top level SHVC decoder is responsible for decoding the base layer video, generating the inter-layer picture by up-sampling the reconstructed base layer picture and generating its motion field by up-scaling base layer compressed motion, according to the spatial ratio...
information between two layers. The second thread of the top level SHVC decoder is responsible for decoding the enhancement layer video using the inter-layer picture generated by the first thread. Slice level decoding of each picture is performed in multi-threaded pipeline design at various stages like entropy decoding, motion compensation, inverse transform, and loop filtering. The inter-layer up-sampling uses multiple threads for fast processing. All those working threads are managed by a uniform thread manager.

In this paper, the proposed SHVC parallel decoding framework achieved real time decoding using the following technologies:

1) Multi-threaded processing of base layer decoding, enhancement layer decoding and up-sampling of base layer reconstructed picture;
2) Multi-threaded decoding of each slice with pipeline design by decomposing the decoding process into two stages: entropy decoding stage and reconstruction stage;
3) Multi-threaded loop filtering by decomposing the loop filtering to horizontal filtering cascaded with vertical filtering;
4) SIMD optimizations for motion compensation, inverse transform and de-quantization

The proposed framework contains two thread managers, namely the application thread manager and the internal decoding thread manager. High level framework of the proposed parallel decoding system is depicted in Figure 3.

The application thread manager controls the base and enhancement layer decoding threads and synchronizes the two threads of decoding process such that the enhancement layer decoding of a particular frame starts after the inter-layer reference picture up-sampled from the co-located base layer reconstructed picture is ready. The decoding process using the application thread manager is synchronized as below:

- Base layer decoding module starts decoding the base layer NAL units, based on the availability of empty picture buffers in the inter-layer reference (ILR) picture buffer list;
- The application thread manager sends an event to the base layer thread to notify the availability of the empty picture buffer in the ILR picture list if a free ILR picture buffer becomes available;
- The base layer decoding thread notifies the application thread manager of the ILR picture buffer available event after decoding and up-sampling of the base layer reconstructed picture;
- The application thread manager sends an event to the enhancement layer decoding thread about the ILR reference picture buffer availability;
- The enhancement layer decoding thread starts the decoding process after getting notification of the ILR reference picture buffer availability;
- The enhancement layer decoding thread notifies the application thread manager about the EL picture decoding completion, after finishing decoding the EL picture;
- The application thread manager notifies the base layer decoding thread about the availability of empty ILR picture buffers. This notification event will resume the base layer decoding if base layer thread is waiting for the empty ILR picture availability.
The internal decoding thread manager controls and synchronizes the slice level decoding threads like entropy decoding, motion compensation, inverse transform, and loop filtering. The layer decoding thread will create an internal decoding thread manager in both the BL and EL, namely the base layer thread manager and enhancement layer thread manager, respectively. The base layer thread manager additionally schedules up-sampling of the base-layer reconstructed picture. The internal decoding thread manager can use different numbers of threads; the number of threads used can be configured during the creation of the video decoder. The multi-threaded slice decoding process is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3. Parallel decoding framework

Figure 4. Multi-threaded slice decoding for base and enhancement layer
2.1 Multi-threaded processing at top level decoder

The proposed solution handles the parallel decoding process using base layer and enhancement layer decoding threads. The base layer thread is responsible for decoding the base layer data and producing the inter-layer reference picture by up-sampling the base-layer reconstructed picture and up-scaling its motion vectors with motion field mapping. The enhancement layer thread decodes the enhancement layer data referring the inter-layer reference picture and motion information provided by the base layer decoding thread. A list of inter layer reference pictures along with the motion vectors are maintained at the top level decoder, to make enhancement layer decoding in parallel with base layer decoding. This technique can be used to reduce the waiting time of the enhancement layer decoding thread, as the base layer can continue decoding and delivering the ILR pictures to the ILR picture list until the ILR picture list is full. With this technique, we were able to achieve 42-49% of overall decoding speed improvement compared to the SHM-2.0 reference decoder.

2.2 Multi-threaded processing at each slice level

The main decoding modules, such as entropy decoding, motion compensation, inverse transform, reconstruction, loop filtering and base layer reconstructed picture up-sampling, are handled in the proposed solution using multi-threaded parallel processing technique as mentioned below.

2.2.1 Parallel processing of entropy decoding and decompression

For a given layer and a given slice, the internal decoding thread manager maintains all the threads used for parallel processing. One thread will be used for entropy decoding of each layer. Other threads will be used for decompression (motion compensation, inverse transform, de-quantization and reconstruction). All the coding tree units in each slice will be separated into groups of CTUs, with each group containing 10 to 20 CTUs configured at the time of decoder creation. The size of the CTU group is related to the speed of entropy decoding and decompression. The entropy decoding thread decodes all the CTU groups and delivers them to the decompression threads. When entropy decoding of the CTU group is finished, the decompression threads will start processing that CTU group. Each decompression thread processes one CTU group at a time instead of processing one CTU at a time to reduce the synchronization overhead between decompression and entropy decoding. With this approach, the entropy decoding and decompression activities will be processed in parallel. It is recommended to use 2 or 3 decompression threads, as the complexity of motion compensation, inverse transform and reconstruction process is relatively high compared to the entropy decoding process. Simulation results are provided in Section 3 for various bitstreams with 1, 2 and 3 decompression threads. One entropy decoding and one decompression thread is used for intra slice decoding because the prediction dependency of neighboring intra blocks prevents parallel decoding of more than 1 CTU group. All intra coding units within the inter slice will not be decompressed until all inter coding units in that slice are decompressed. Figure 5 shows the dynamic status of CTU group decoding in one slice with 1 entropy decoding thread and 3 decompression threads.

![Figure 5. Multi-threaded processing of entropy decoding, decompression (MC, IT and reconstruction) within one slice](image-url)
2.2.2 Parallel processing of loop filtering

After the completion of picture decompression, the thread manager uses all the threads for loop filtering. The loop filtering process is separated into two stages as horizontal and vertical loop filtering at picture level. In each filtering stage, the picture is partitioned evenly into multiple CTU regions as shown in Figure 6, and each thread will filter one region in parallel with other threads. Take Figure 6 as an example; each horizontal filtering thread will work on one set of CTU rows, and each vertical filtering thread will work on one set of CTU columns.

![Figure 6. Multi-threaded processing of loop filtering](image)

2.2.3 Parallel processing of inter-layer process

The up-sampling process to generate the ILR picture is divided into two sequential stages: the horizontal up-sampling stage and the vertical up-sampling stage. Multiple threads are applied to each stage. The picture is partitioned into multiple regions as shown in Figure 7. Each thread will work on one partition for horizontal or vertical up-sampling. Horizontal up-sampling is applied on the base layer reconstructed picture and vertical up-sampling is applied on the output of horizontal up-sampling.

![Figure 7. Multi-threaded up-sampling](image)

Using the proposed multi-thread optimization technique at slice level, we were able to achieve 35-47% of overall decoding performance improvement with 4 concurrent threads per layer, when compared with the decoding using one thread per layer.
2.3 SIMD optimization

The most time-consuming modules like motion compensation, inverse transform, de-quantization and reconstruction are optimized using SSE4 SIMD instructions [12]. SIMD instructions use 128 bit registers instead of 32 bit registers for every operation, resulting in improved decoding speed. Memory optimization to reduce the number of memory allocations and de-allocations during slice level and CU level decoding process is applied. Using the SIMD optimization technique, we were able to achieve 39-50% of overall decoding speed improvement.

3. SIMULATIONS

Figure 8 shows the overall SHVC decoding speed achieved (in frames per second) with different combinations of the optimization techniques proposed in Section 2 for SHM-2.0 encoded bitstreams at different bitrates. The combinations of optimization techniques are as follows:

1) Step 1 optimization: Multi-threaded parallel processing technique at layer level decoding
2) Step 2 optimization: Step 1 optimization + SIMD optimization of various decoder modules
3) Step 3 optimization: Step 2 optimization + Slice level multi-threaded parallel processing.

The BL and EL parallel decoding can double the decoding speed compared to the SHM-2.0 decoder. SIMD optimization can increase speed by a factor of two. Slice level parallel processing improves decoding speed effectively, especially for medium and low bitrate range.

Figure 9 (a) and (b) are the decoding time profiling results of optimized SHVC decoder for 1080p 2x decoding. At each layer, entropy decoding for all blocks and decompression of inter-blocks takes about 60% of decoding time, and loop filtering takes about 15% of decoding time. Sample Adaptive Offset (SAO) takes about 10% because it is not optimized with multi-threads in our implementation. The decoding time percentage of intra block decompression at the base layer is much higher than that at the enhancement layer. This is because, due to the additional ILR picture available for enhancement layer coding, the percentage of intra blocks at enhancement layer is reduced compared to that at the base layer.

Figure 8. Decoder performance with different optimization technologies
3.1 Decoder performance analysis

The SHM-2.0 [8] reference software is used to encode the test bitstreams using the random access configuration in SHVC CTC [9]. Three 1080p test sequences with spatial scalability 2x and 1.5x are used for analysis. The profiling tests are carried out with one entropy decoding thread and various numbers of decompression threads in parallel for both base layer and enhancement layer decoding. The simulation platform is a desktop with an Intel Core i7 2600 processor running at 3.4 GHz.

Table 1 illustrates the decoding performance of our optimized SHVC decoder for spatial 2x scalability configuration. The decoding speed with four concurrent threads exceeds 35 fps and could reach 60 fps at low bitrate. The decoding speed of the spatial 1.5x configuration is provided in Table 2. For 1.5x, the proposed solution is able to achieve decoding speeds of up to 50 fps.
Table 1. Performance of optimized SHVC decoder for 1080p 2x bitstreams

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Sequence</th>
<th>BL QP</th>
<th>EL QP</th>
<th>Bite Rate (Mbps)</th>
<th>Decoding Speed (FPS)</th>
<th>SHM-2.0 reference decoder</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Threads (1+3)x2</td>
<td>Threads (1+2)x2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basket Drive</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>5.302</td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>35.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 fps</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>5.275</td>
<td>40.2</td>
<td>36.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>45.39</td>
<td>42.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.878</td>
<td>47.41</td>
<td>44.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2.077</td>
<td>56.5</td>
<td>51.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimono</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2.733</td>
<td>52.2</td>
<td>46.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 fps</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.528</td>
<td>60.33</td>
<td>53.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park Scene</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4.508</td>
<td>43.65</td>
<td>39.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 fps</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>3.023</td>
<td>50.24</td>
<td>45.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.143</td>
<td>54.61</td>
<td>48.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1.561</td>
<td>59.76</td>
<td>53.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Performance of optimized SHVC decoder for 1080p 1.5x bitstreams

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Sequence</th>
<th>BL QP</th>
<th>EL QP</th>
<th>Bite Rate (Mbps)</th>
<th>Decoding Speed (FPS)</th>
<th>SHM-2.0 reference decoder</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Threads (1+3)x2</td>
<td>Threads (1+2)x2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basketball Drive</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>5.268</td>
<td>35.58</td>
<td>34.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 fps</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>3.747</td>
<td>41.94</td>
<td>40.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>3.843</td>
<td>40.92</td>
<td>36.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.763</td>
<td>46.47</td>
<td>44.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>50.63</td>
<td>48.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2.058</td>
<td>49.24</td>
<td>47.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimono</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>48.48</td>
<td>44.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 fps</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>54.55</td>
<td>49.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park Scene</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>33.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 fps</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4.518</td>
<td>40.79</td>
<td>38.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4.451</td>
<td>39.77</td>
<td>37.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.489</td>
<td>49.22</td>
<td>45.21063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1.681</td>
<td>53.05</td>
<td>51.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10 and Figure 11 illustrate the decoding performance of the proposed SHVC decoder versus the number of decoding threads for various bitstreams. As shown, decoding speed increases substantially with more threads used. The number of threads “0” refers to the SHM-2.0 reference decoder. When the bitrate is high, entropy decoding becomes the bottleneck of the whole decoding process because it is done with only one thread in our current design. The throughput of entropy decoding can be improved with advanced parallelization coding tools such as WPP or tiles.
Figure 10. Decoding speed vs. number of threads used for each layer for 2x bitstream decoding at different bitrates (Mbps)

Figure 11. Decoding speed vs. number of threads used for each layer for 1.5x bitstream decoding at different bitrates (Mbps)

Figure 12 and Figure 13 show the statistics of CPU usage and memory usage, respectively, of the proposed decoder for 1080p 2x and 1.5x decoding, as a function of different numbers of threads. The number of threads “0” refers to the SHM-2.0 reference decoder. As shown, CPU usage increases with more threads. Even for the four threads per layer configuration, CPU occupation is only about 50%. The memory usage increases slightly when more threads are used. The proposed decoder uses less memory compared to SHM-2.0 because of applied memory optimization.
The decoding speed vs. bitrate curves of two sequences (BaseketballDrive and ParkScene) with different numbers of decoding threads for 1080p 2x and 1.5x are shown in Figure 14 and Figure 15, respectively. The (1+n) in Figure 14 and Figure 15 indicates the setting of thread allocation for each layer: 1 thread for entropy decoding; n threads for decompression (MC, IT, IQ and Reconstruction); (1+n) threads for loop filtering. In base layer processing, (1+n) threads are used for up-sampling. There are primarily two reasons for why decoding speed decreases quickly when bitrate increases: 1) entropy decoding is done by a single thread in our implementation, therefore entropy decoding throughput will slow down at higher bitrates; 2) decompression also slows down at higher bitrates because there are more non-zero residual coding blocks, which require more time to decode.
Figure 14. Decoding speed vs. bitrate for 1080p 2x bitstreams (BB: BaseketballDrive, PS: ParkScene)

4. CONCLUSION

This paper discusses a real-time software-based SHVC decoder using multi-threaded parallel processing. The proposed multi-threaded framework achieves decoding speeds of up to 60 fps for 1080p RA 2x and 50 fps for 1080p RA 1.5x using four threads for each layer decoding, on a desktop platform with an Intel i7 processor 2600 running at 3.4 GHz. The proposed technology can be applied to speed up SHVC bitstream decoding, regardless of whether high level parallel coding tools were enabled when these bitstreams were generated. The average CPU usage of the proposed method is about 50% at the highest decoding speed. Thus, additional multi-threading using the remaining computation resources can be applied to further improve decoding speeds for those bitstreams generated using high level parallel decoding technologies, such as WPP, tiles and slices.
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